Recently reported computations have been extended to give ten more decimals of accuracy in the ground state energy of the Schrodinger equation for the idealized Helium atom. With the F basis -Hylleraas coordinates with negative powers and a logarithm of s -carried to the fiftieth order (N = 24,099 terms) we find the eigenvalue E = -2
In a recently published paper [1] , I reported the results of large scale systematic computations of the ground state eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian for the idealized Helium atom,
using the variational method with several basis sets formed with the Hylleraas coordinates,
The most rapid convergence was found with the "F-Basis",
We designate a calculation of order ω to mean a basis set including all terms with l + m + n ≤ ω. Here, the scale parameter is fixed at k = 2. The previous results went through ω = 37; and now we report continued results through ω = 50. The table below presents the new results, as a continuation of Table 2 in the previous publication. Also shown is the Ratio of successive differences which is one measure of convergence rate. Figure 1 in the previous paper showed a very rapid rise in the accuracy with increasing N, the number of basis functions used; and this new data shows no diminution of that rapid climb. 
New Calculated Results with the F-Basis
ω N Energies Ratios 36 9499 " 40438 342 3.11 37 10259 40444 00495 11.1 38 11057 40444 51579 435 3.81 39 11897 " 65044 4349 8.65 40 12779 66593 038 4.84 41 13703 66913
